MARION COUNTY ZONING ACRONYMS

RURAL ZONE CODE

AR (ACREAGE RESIDENTIAL)
RA (RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURE)
RS (SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
RL (LIMITED MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
RM (MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
EFU (EXCLUSIVE FARM USE)
SA (SPECIAL AGRICULTURE)
TC (TIMBER CONSERVATION)
FT (FARM TIMBER)
CO (COMMERCIAL OFFICE)
CR (COMMERCIAL RETAIL)
CG (COMMERCIAL GENERAL)
ID (INTERCHANGE DISTRICT)
IP (INDUSTRIAL PARK)
IL (LIGHT INDUSTRIAL)
IH (HEAVY INDUSTRIAL)
IR (RURAL INDUSTRIAL)
P (PUBLIC)
SGO (SENSITIVE GROUNDWATER OVERLAY ZONE)
CC (COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL)
IUC (UNINCORPORATED COMMUNITY INDUSTRIAL)

URBAN ZONE CODE

RS (SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
RL (LIMITED MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
RM (MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
CO (COMMERCIAL OFFICE)
CR (COMMERCIAL RETAIL)
CG (COMMERCIAL GENERAL)
HC (HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL)
IC (INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL)
IP (INDUSTRIAL PARK)
IG (GENERAL INDUSTRIAL)
IH (HEAVY INDUSTRIAL)
UT (URBAN TRANSITIONAL)
UTF (URBAN TRANSITION FARM)
UD (URBAN DEVELOPMENT)
P (PUBLIC)